Particle Physics
Lecture 12: Hadron Decays

!Resonances
!Heavy Meson and Baryons
!Decays and Quantum numbers
!CKM matrix
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From Friday: Mesons and Baryons Summary
• Quarks are confined to colourless bound states, collectively known as hadrons:
" mesons: quark and anti-quark. Bosons (s=0, 1) with a symmetric colour
wavefunction.
" baryons: three quarks. Fermions (s=1/2, 3/2) with antisymmetric colour
wavefunction.
" anti-baryons: three anti-quarks.

• Lightest mesons & baryons described by isospin (I, I3), strangeness (S) and hypercharge Y
" isospin I=! for u and d quarks; (isospin combined as for spin)
" I3=+! (isospin up) for up quarks; I3="! (isospin down) for down quarks
" S=+1 for strange quarks (additive quantum number)
" hypercharge Y = S + B

• Hadrons display SU(3) flavour symmetry between u d and s quarks.

Used to predict the

allowed meson and baryon states.

• As baryons are fermions, the overall wavefunction must be anti-symmetric. The

wavefunction is product of colour, flavour, spin and spatial parts: ! = "c "f "S "L an odd
number of these must be anti-symmetric.

• consequences: no uuu, ddd or sss baryons with total spin J=# (S=#, L=0)

• Residual strong force interactions between colourless hadrons propagated by mesons.
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Resonances
which decay due to the strong force have very short lifetime
• Hadrons
"24
# ~ 10

s

• Evidence for the existence of these states are resonances in the
experimental data
Γ2 /4
σ = σmax
(E − M )2 + Γ2 /4
• Shape is Breit-Wigner distribution:
• (recall $ is calculated using Fermi’s Golden rule)
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41. Plots of cross sections and related quantities
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p% scattering
2. Draw a Feynman diagram for the process
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You have to think of the constituents quarks. We have uud+ d̄u → uuu → uud+ d̄u.

The down and anti-down quarks annihilate by producing a gluon. The gluon can
be absorbed by any of the quarks. Remember as long as the flavour of the quark
doesn’t change, a gluon can be emitted or absorbed by any quark. After about
10−24 s (any) one of the quarks emits a gluon which turns into a dd̄ pair. It decays
so quickly as the strong coupling constant is large, so the quarks are very likely to
emit an energetic enough gluon to make a dd̄, and because the minimum energy
state is favoured. The mass of the pion and the proton is smaller than the mass of
the ∆++ .
This looks like a pretty silly Feynman diagram, but the uuu state actually lives for
4
slightly longer than just three quarks would if they didn’t form a bound state.
3. The φ meson decays via the strong force as follows:
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φ → K +K −

49%

Discovery of the Heavy Quarks
• Collider experiments discovered the charm (1974),
bottom (1977) and top quarks (1995)

• Produced in pairs e.g. e+e$&cc !, e+e$&bb!, p p!%tt !
• At threshold (E~2mq) bound cc !, bb! states are narrow
resonances

b!
b

• Heavy quarks mainly produced in pairs at hadron
colliders (cc ! bb! tt !)

• Single c,b,t production requires an intermediate W
boson

• Heavy quark jets can be identified by jet tagging as

the lightest c- and b-hadrons have significant lifetimes
#c ~ 0.4ps, #b~1.5ps
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t t ! &W+b W$b! candidate event
• Lines are project paths
of charged particles
through the detector.

• Not all particles

originate from collision
point.

• Particle produced and

travelled short distance
before decaying,
indicates production of
a b-quark!
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Heavy Quark Mesons and Baryons
• Can define an SU(4) symmetry u ' d ' s ' c '
• Heavy quark mesons and baryons obtained by

replacing one (or more) of the light u,d,s quarks by
a heavy c or b quark

• There are no bound state hadrons containing t quarks
• Lowest lying charm meson states with M(D) ~ 1.9 GeV:
D+ ( c d!! ) , D" ( c!! d ) , D0 ( c u! ) , D!0 ( c! u ), Ds+ ( c s ) , Ds" ( c s! )

• Lowest lying bottom meson states with M(B) ~ 5.3 GeV:
B0 ( b! d ) , B!0 ( b d!! ), B" ( b u! ), B+ ( b! u ), B!S0 ( b! s ) , Bs0 ( b s! )

• Baryons (c (cud) , (b (bud) …
• Charmonium ( c c! ) and Bottomonium ( b b! )
Health warning: do not attempt to remember
the quark flavour content of these states!
(Just p = uud, n = duu, %+=ud!, %0=uu!, dd!)
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Charmonium & Bottomonium

}

Observed for 1st time by
ATLAS in 2011 (see lecture 1)

Orbital angular momentum: S(L=0), P(L=1), D(L=2), F...

• Analogous to hydrogen spectroscopy with pairs of quarks and
quark-quark potential Vqq! (r) = "4/3 &S/r + kr (see lecture 9)
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Decays of Charmonium
2007/08 — Physics 3: Particle Physics

• The J/) meson is a c c! state.

4

It must decay to particles without charm

The down and anti-down quarks annihilate by producing a gluon. The gluon can
be absorbed by any of the quarks. Remember as long as the flavour of the quark
doesn’t change, a gluon can be emitted or absorbed by any quark. After about
10−24 s (any) one of the quarks emits a gluon which turns into a dd̄ pair. It decays
Physics
3:asParticle
Physics
so quickly
the strong coupling
constant is large, so the quarks are very likely to
emit an energetic enough gluon to make a dd̄, and because the minimum energy
state is favoured. The mass of the pion and the proton is smaller than the mass of
the ∆++ .

quarks as M(J/))
< 2 M(D).
2007/08 —
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• Two options: decay via three gluons (to conserve colour) or one photon.
This looks like a pretty silly Feynman diagram, but the uuu state actually lives for
slightly longer than just three quarks would if they didn’t form a bound state.
6. The J/ψ meson was discovered through its electromagnetic decays into
e+ e− and µ+ µ−. However, the J/ψ decays mainly through strong interactions such as: J/ψ → π + π −π 0 .
Draw the Feynman diagram for these decays, and hence explain why,
although most of the decays of J/ψ are due to the strong force, it has a
relatively long lifetime.
Hint: You have to consider both colour charge and parity. The J/ψ
meson, has parity π = −1, gluons have parity π = −1.
For the J/ψ → π + π − π 0 , three gluons are required to conserve colour and parity.

• Decay rate is suppressed by &S6(qgluon), giving the electromagnetic decay a
To see this you have to consider the colour charge, as shown in the Feynman diagram
below. (I know that they are labelled as strange quarks, instead of charm quarks,

6 net colour charge, let’s
the argument
is the same.)
The J/ψ mesonto
hasαno
The crossbutsection
is therefore
proportional
S . This give a longer lifetime than if
say that the quark has red colour charge and the anti-quark has anti-red colour
only onecharge.
gluonTherefore
was exchanged.
the red s quark and anti red s̄ quark require more than one quark

change.
This makes the matrix element M(J/ψ → π π π ) small compared to most strong
lives
forthere
a relatively
long time,
giving
Therefore
is relatively small probability
per unit time
that thisrise
decay to narrow
• The J/) mesondecays.
happens, giving
the J/ψ a relatively long lifetime.
+
$
resonance in e.g.
e e & hadrons.
In fact it’s a long enough lifetime to give the J/ψ → µ µ decay a chance to
to annihilate. Just one gluon would have red-anti-red
+ colour
− 0 charge, which isn’t a
gluon; as all gluons carry colour charge.

Two gluons would allow us to conserve colour, but two gluons have a total parity
of π(gluon) × π(gluon) = −1 × −1 = +1, and we need π = −1.
+ −

contribute as well.

7. What is meant by colour confinement?
Colour confinement describes the phenomena where quarks are only found in hadrons.
The gluons exchanged between the quarks self interact. The potential between two
quarks, due to the gluon interactions is V (r) = kr. The energy stored between the
quarks increases as they are pulled apart!

• Similar phenomena occurs in decays of s s! and bb! mesons.
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Decays of Hadrons Force Typical ) (s)
QCD

10"20 - 10"23

QED 10"20 - 10"16
• The proton is the only completely stable hadron
• The free neutron has a weak decay (~15 mins)
Weak 10"13 - 103
• Decay length of a particle is distance it travels before decaying L='(c)

• *±, K±, KL0 mesons are long-lived (~10 ns) and have weak decays
" These particles live long enough to travel outside radii of collider detectors
(~10 m)

• KS0 mesons and (0 hyperons are long-lived (~100 ps) and have weak decays with
decay lengths of ~ cm.

• %0&**, +&** are electromagnetic decays, reconstructed from pairs of photons.
m2π = (p(γ1 ) + p(γ2 ))2

• +, ,, !, -!, ,, -!, .! are resonances with strong decays.
" Reconstructed as broad structures with widths ~100 MeV.
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Decay Conservation Laws
• Relevant quantum numbers are:
• isospin (I, I3)
• parity (P)
• quark flavour: described using strangeness (S=N(s)"N(s!)),
charm (C=N(c)"N(c!)), bottomness (B=N(b)"N(b!))

• Baryon number and lepton numbers are always conserved!
baryon Isospin,
I
number

I3

Flavour,
Parity, P
S, C, B

Strong

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

EM

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Weak

Y

N

N

N

N
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Charged Pion Decay
• See problem sheet 1
• %+ consists of ud!, lightest charged meson
• #(%+) = 26 ns
• must decay via weak force, weak is the only force
that can violate quark flavour

• Use hadronic form factor f* ~ m* to account for finite
size of pion

M =

≈ Vud fπ
|M|2

!
"
1
µ
5
+
ū(ν
)g
γ
(1
−
γ
)v(µ
)
µ
W
q 2 − m2W
!
"!
"
v̄(d̄)γ µ (1 − γ 5 )u(u) ū(νµ )γ µ (1 − γ 5 )v(µ+ )

!
"
v̄(d̄)gW Vud fπ γ µ (1 − γ 5 )u(u)
2
gW
m2W

= 4 G2F |Vud |2 fπ2 m2µ [pµ · pν ]

|!
p ∗|
G2F
2
Γ=
|M| =
|Vud |2 fπ2 m2µ (m2π − m2µ )
2
8πm1
8π
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Charged Kaon Decays
• Charged kaon is s! u with mK = 498 MeV
• lightest mesons containing strange quarks

must

decay by weak force
• #(K±) = 12 ns

u

.µ

Vus fK

• Leptonic decays
• BR(K+&µ+/µ) = 63%
• Kaon decay constant, fK=160 MeV
• Vus = 0.22

µ+

s!
"+
W+

• Semileptonic decays
• BR(K+&%0µ+/µ) = 3.8%
• BR(K+&%0e+/e) = 5.1%

s!
u

#"
d!
u

• Hadronic Decays
• BR(K+&%0%+) = 21 %
• BR(K+&%+%+%") = 5.6%
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Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa Matrix
• Mass eigenstates and weak eigenstates of quarks are not identical.
" Decay properties measure mass eigenstates with a definite lifetime and decay width
" The weak force acts on the weak eigenstates.

• Weak eigenstates are admixture of mass eigenstates, conventionally described using
CKM matrix a mixture of the down-type quarks:

weak
eigenstates



 
d!
Vud
 s!  =  Vcd
b!
Vtd

Vus
Vcs
Vts



Vub
d
mass
Vcb   s  eigenstates
Vtb
b

• e.g. weak eigenstate of the strange quark is a mixture between down, strange and
bottom mass eigenstates

s! = Vcd d + Vcs s + Vcb b

• The CKM matrix is unitary, VCKM†VCKM = 1; standard parameterisation in terms of three
mixing angles (/1, /2, /3) and one phase (0) is:


cos θ1
 − sin θ1 cos θ3
sin θ1 sin θ2

sin θ1 cos θ3
cos θ1 cos θ2 cos θ3 − sin θ2 sin θ3 eiδ
− cos θ1 sin θ2 cos θ3 − cos θ2 sin θ3 eiδ


sin θ1 sin θ3
cos θ1 cos θ2 sin θ3 + sin θ2 cos θ3 eiδ 
− cos θ1 sin θ2 sin θ3 + cos θ2 cos θ3 eiδ
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Nobel Prize in Physics 2008

Awarded to Makoto Kobayashi, High Energy Accelerator Research
Organization (KEK), Tsukuba, Japan and Toshihide Maskawa, Yukawa
Institute for Theoretical Physics (YITP), Kyoto University, and Kyoto Sangyo
University, Japan
"for the discovery of the origin of the broken symmetry which predicts the
existence of at least three families of quarks in nature"
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Summary: Decays of Hadrons
• Hadron decays give us insight into forces in particle physics.
• Strong decays are characterised by very short lifetimes, ) ~ 10"20 - 10"23 s appearing
as resonances with a large width $ ~ MeV.

" Final states are all hadronic. All quantum numbers are conserved.

• Electromagnetic decays are characterised by ) ~ 10"20 - 10"16 s.
" Decays containing photons are electromagnetic.
" All quantum numbers conserved except total isospin, I.

• Weak decays characterised by long lifetimes, ) ~ 10"13 - 103 s.
" Responsible for decay of lightest baryons with a strange, charm or bottom quark.
" Particles can live long enough to reach the detector.
" Final states may be leptonic, semi-leptonic or hadronic.
" Allows access to the elements of the CKM matrix.

" Isospin, I, I3, Parity, P, Flavour quantum numbers not conserved.

• CKM matrix relates the mass eigenstates to the weak eigenstates.

Contains a

complex phase.
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Experimental Measurements of CKM Matrix
• Many measurements made by the BaBar and Belle experiments.
• Both study e+e$& Υ(4s) & B0 B!0 to measure the decays of b and c quarks, e.g. Vcb and Vub
BaBar at SLAC
California,
1999 - 2008

Belle at KEK,
Japan 1999-2010

BaBar 2007

Exclusive B % * 0 .
(as a function of q2)
|Vub| = 0.0034(5)

B % D* 0 . decays
(as function of D* recoil)
measures |Vcb| = 0.0374 ± 0.0017
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The Wolfenstein Parameterisation
• An expansion of the CKM matrix in powers of 1 = Vus = 0.22
VCKM



1 − λ2 /2
−λ
=
3
Aλ (1 − ρ − iη)


λ
Aλ3 (ρ − iη)
 + O(λ4 )
Aλ2
1 − λ2 /2
−Aλ2
1

• Parameterisation reflects almost diagonal nature of CKM matrix:
" The diagonal elements Vud, Vcs, Vtb are close to 1
" Elements Vus, Vcd ~ 1 are equal
" Elements Vcb, Vts ~ 12 are equal
" Elements Vub, Vtd ~ 13 are very small

• Diagonal structure means quark mass eigenstate is almost equal to down

quark weak eigenstate
• similarly for strange and bottom mass eigenstates
• Note that the complex phase 1 only appears in the very small elements, and
is thus hard to measure.

